PROPOSED MATRIX FOR SELECTION
Ensure you have read the Athletes Selection Criteria Procedures (ASCP) which work hand in hand with this document. This document is not a stand alone documents and will only
be used together with the ASCP.
EVENTS
Selection Criteria Priorities
Qulaification Period and Times
Team Size
Priority 1:
Qualification Standards as set by International Federation (IF)
Priority 2:
Team Size:
Any Athlete who attains an IF "A" Qualification standard shall be selected
1. Determined by IF or
to team unless number of swimmers exceeds quota as given by IF and or
Olympic Games Both Qualification period and times Organising Committee.
BNOC.
Priority 3:
Senior and Youth
shall be determined by IF and or
2. Determined by BNOC.
TIER 4
Should the number of swimmers exceed the quota as required swimmers
Commonwealth Games organising committee for these
3. BSSA makes
shall be ranked according to world rankings and the swimmers with the
Senior and Youth
events.
Recommendations to BNOC
highest rankings shall be selected to the team.
based on World Ranking and
Priority 4:
Fastest times.
Should a limited number of swimmers attain the "A" qualification time
but achieve a "B" qualification time their participation in the events will

TIER 3

TIER 2

Senior World
Championships (long and
short)
Junior World
Championships (long and
short)
All Africa Games
Africa Championships Senior and Junior
Africa Youth Games
Region 5 - AUSA Games

CANA Zone 3 / 4 Level 2
CANA Zone 4
Regional Level 2 Gala

Team Size
1. Most of these events in
Priority 1:
this tier are funding by
Qualification Standards as set by International Federation (IF) (if Any)
either the IF or the BNSC or
Priority 2:
Government and as such
Qualification Standards as set by Mother Bodies (if Any)
Team Size is determenied by
Priority 3:
Qualification Times:
them.
Swimmers will be ranked according to
1. 1. 83% of the bronze medal of
2. BSSA can, should fund
Availability of swimmer for tour.
2.
previous event of the same nature.
allow from budget choose to
83% of the bronze medal of previous event of this nature.
3. Fastest Qualification Period:
send more swimmers to the
Times and Highest World rankings based on a years times prior to said
1. One (1) year prior to selection
World Champs and Africa
event.
4. Highest World
date.
Championships.
Rankings in each event will be taken into account to ensure strongest
3. Most of these events limit
team make up.
5. Botswana
participation per event (2
Level 2 or preferably level 3 timed standard swimmers - To be updated
swimmers per event) and as
annually
such event selection may
determine size.
Priority 1:
Tier 2 gala's are open to both Citizen and Expatriate Swimmers. However
a strict ratio of 60% citizen to 40% Expatriate swimmers will be
maintained.
Priority 2:
Expatriate Swimmers must to qualify for this events have to attained the
83% of previous years CANA Zone 3 / 4 SILVER medal time and have one
of the top two fastest times in an event they are being selected for.
Citizen Swimmers must to qualify for this events have to have attained
the 83% of the previous years CANA Zone 3 / 4 SILVER medal time and
have a time which is comparable to the swimmers from the previous
years times.
Level 3 or above Citizen
Swimmers may not be considered for this event.
Should an event not have any swimmers who qualify for the event based
on the 83% of SILVER medal BSSA reserves the right to NOT send a

Qualification Times:
1. 83% of the SILVER medal of
previous event of this nature. 2.
Swimmers will be ranked according
to fastest times per event.
Qualification Period:
1. One (1) year prior to selection
date.

Team Size
1.Will be determined by
financial availablity and
travel destination.
2. CANA Zone 3 / 4 - limits
participation per event (2
swimmers per event) and as
such event selection may
determine team size.

TIER 1

SA Level 1 - Development
Team

Priority 1:
Availablity of swimmers to travel for this tour
Priority 2:
Qualification Times as set by SWIM SA for Age group events - Level 1
Priority 3:
Fastest Times of swimmers will determine ranking per event.
Priority 4:
Highest ranking will be determine Swimmers for selection.
Priority 5:
Only Botswana Level 1 Swimmers will make up this Development Team

Qualification Times:
1. SWIM SA Age Group Level 1
times.
2. Swimmers will be ranked
according to fastest times per
TEAM SIZE
event.
5 GIRLS AND 5 BOYS
3. Fastest times over the one (1)
1 TOUR COACH - LEVEL 2
year period prior to selction will be
used.
Qualification Period:
1. One (1) year prior to selection
date.

